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Abstract: Mathematics has the potential for being spoken ambiguously. This is problematic
for many students, in particular those who have disabilities that inhibit processing of printed
material. This paper documents the magnitude of potential ambiguity arising from textbooks and
provides a measure of the degree to which potential ambiguity is actualized through teachers’
speech. Inconsistency among teachers in speaking mathematics is also documented. Evidence
is provided that teachers are not adequately aware of ambiguity in speaking mathematics and
that they believe that they should have training regarding ambiguity in communication of
mathematics and how to speak mathematics non-ambiguously.
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Spoken mathematics can be ambiguous and
problematic for students with print disabilities. Abraham Nemeth, a blind mathematician, developed rules for speaking mathematics non-ambiguously. These rules for
speaking mathematics are known as MathSpeak and have been tested for their potential to reduce ambiguity (Isaacson, Lloyd, &
Schleppenbach, 2010a). The rules were found
to effectively disambiguate spoken mathematic and were easy to learn. Less than 5
minutes of automated computerized training
on MathSpeak rules for radicals, fractions,
superscripts, and absolute values resulted in
close to 100% accuracy in interpretation of
spoken renderings of mathematics.
Despite the availability of rules for speaking
mathematics non-ambiguously and the potential for improving math education, many

math teachers are unaware of ambiguity in
speaking mathematics and that there are rules
for speaking mathematics non-ambiguously.
The following paper: 1) provides data concerning the magnitude of potential ambiguity; 2) substantiates insufficient awareness of
ambiguity in spoken mathematics by math
teachers; 3) identifies areas in mathematical expressions which have high probability
of being spoken ambiguously; 4) documents
inconsistency in speaking mathematics; and
5) supplies evidence that teacher training regarding spoken ambiguity and MathSpeak
rules is desired by math teachers.
Origins of observations
Synthetic speech was used by Isaacson et
al. (2010a) to test the MathSpeak rules. It
was noted that the synthetic speech renderings could be improved if pauses were in41
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serted between spoken elements of mathematical expressions. Isaacson, Srinivasan,
Lloyd (2010b) developed an algorithm to
insert pauses and improve synthetic speech
renderings of mathematics. The algorithm
was based on recordings of middle and high
school teachers speaking math expressions
aloud as if they were presenting them to their
class. Valuable observations tangential to the
original purpose of the algorithm study arose
from the teacher recordings and interactions
with the teachers during debriefing sessions.
These observations serve as the basis for the
present paper.
Potential Magnitude of Ambiguity
The mathematical expressions that the teachers read aloud in Isaacson, et al. (2010b)
were sampled from textbooks that met Indiana standards. The primary sampling criteria
was that the expressions contain potential
ambiguity when spoken as typical everyday
speech. This textbook sampling procedure
found that textbooks have a substantial quantity of mathematical expressions with potential spoken ambiguity. Specifically, 74.90%
of 1527 mathematical expressions sampled
from seven textbooks had potential ambiguity. Considering that textbooks are a likely
source of material for teachers, there is a high
potential for mathematical expressions with
ambiguity to be used in the classroom.
The recordings from the Isaacson, et al.
(2010b) study of teachers speaking mathematical expressions with potential ambiguity were analyzed for whether or not they
were spoken ambiguously. Specifically, 86%
of the expressions with potential ambiguity
were spoken ambiguously. In short, the content from which teachers take much of what

they teach (textbooks) contains considerable
potential ambiguity and when teachers are
asked to speak these expressions, they do so
in an ambiguous manner. These classroom
conditions are particularly problematic for
students with print disabilities and are not
optimal for those without print disabilities.
Insufficient awareness of ambiguity
During debriefing sessions, the math teachers
were asked if they were aware of ambiguity
in speaking mathematics. Only one teacher
reported being aware of ambiguity in speaking mathematics. The primary reaction to
learning about ambiguity was surprise.
Areas where teachers frequently speak
mathematics ambiguously
The teacher recordings from Isaacson, et al.
(2010b) were analyzed to determine where
ambiguity most frequently arose. Failure to
demarcate the beginning and/or the end of a
mathematical construct are the primary locations where ambiguity can arise. For example, both of the mathematical expressions in
Table 1 are typically spoken ambiguously as
“the square root of a plus b.” According to
MathSpeak rules, the first expression would
be spoken as “start root a plus b end root”
and the second expression as “start root a end
root plus b.”
The verbiage, “the square root ...” taken
from typical speech of mathematics implicitly indicates the beginning of the radical sign.
The failure to indicate the end of the radical
in the typical utterance, “the square root of a
plus b,” gives rise to ambiguity because it is
unclear what is contained within the radical
and what is not within the radical.
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Expression 1:

Expression 2:

a+b
a +b

Table 1 - Mathematical expressions that are
frequently
spoken ambiguously
Table
1 - Mathematical
expressions that are
frequently spoken ambiguously

Implicit indication of the beginning of mathematical constructs was frequently observed
in the recording of math teachers. This appears to be a consequence of common everyday speech of mathematics that by happenstance indicates the beginning of a construct
rather than a conscious attempt to indicate the
beginning of an ambiguous part of a mathematical expression. One exception to implicit
indication of the beginning of a mathematical construct involved fractions. Common
speaking of fractions does not usually entail
utterances indicating the beginning of a fraction. Common verbiage is exemplified by the
following example: “a + b over c.” In this example, there is no indication of the beginning
or end of a fraction. With the exception of
fractions, most ambiguity in speaking mathematics by the teachers arose from failure to
demarcate the end of a construct. Knowing
high incidence areas of ambiguity can help
teachers become aware of those areas and
to focus attention on clearly communicating
those areas.
Inconsistency in speaking mathematics
In Isaacson, et al. (2010b), the teachers were
asked to read some mathematical expressions
twice. Recordings of these repeated expressions were analyzed for variation between
teachers in speaking the same mathematical expression. The mean number of differ-

ent spoken renderings of the same expression was four. Considering that there were
nine teachers, this is a considerable amount
variation. Inconsistency may increase cognitive load and inhibit processing and learning (Fisk & Lloyd, 1989; Isaacson & Quist,
2011; Taylor, Plunkett, & Nation, 2011). In
addition to reducing ambiguity, use of MathSpeak rules will result in consistent speaking
of mathematics, which should reduce potential inhibitory influences of inconsistency on
information processing and learning.
Teaching math teachers about ambiguity in
spoken mathematics
The first teacher debriefed by Isaacson, et al.
(2010b) was surprised at the amount of ambiguity in speaking mathematics and suggested
that teacher training programs should be developed to provide instruction regarding ambiguity and how to speak mathematics non-ambiguously. An informal poll was conducted in
subsequent debriefing sessions. The informal
poll consisted of asking each teacher if they
would support teacher education concerning
ambiguity in speaking mathematics and how
to speak non-ambiguously. Every teacher
(N=9) was supportive of such training.
					
Conclusion
There is considerable potential ambiguity in
source material used by teachers. Textbooks
are replete with mathematical expressions
that can be spoken ambiguously and when
teachers are asked to speak them, they do so
ambiguously. Although teachers often write
mathematics on the blackboard or other media for their class to see, this does not help
students with print disabilities who have difficulty processing printed material and rely
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heavily on spoken words. Ambiguity in spoken mathematics is particularly problematic
for them.
As reported in the present paper, many teachers have little awareness of ambiguity in
spoken mathematics. Fortunately, there are
easy to learn and effective rules for non-ambiguous communication of mathematics. It
would be beneficial for teachers to be educated about ambiguity in spoken mathematics
and to have training regarding the use of the
MathSpeak rules. The teachers in the present
study would like to have had training regarding ambiguity and how to speak mathematics non-ambiguously. It is recommended that
teacher education programs provide future
teachers with training regarding ambiguity in
spoken mathematics and how to speak mathematics non-ambiguously through use of the
MathSpeak rules.
It was also found that teachers are inconsistent in how they communicate mathematics.
Inconsistencies can inhibit information processing and learning. Using the MathSpeak
rules will not only reduce ambiguity but will
also reduce inconsistency in communication
of mathematics. Reducing ambiguity and inconsistency should facilitate communication
and learning of mathematics.
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